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Richard lead the presentation. He is in conversation with Dr. Chris Kar from RSNA. Dr. Kar would 
like to be a part of this group and use some of the tooling as well. RSNA will give a short rundown 
when they join the meetings. Content must have cross disciplinary data.  

http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/RADLEX?p=classes&conceptid=root - RadLex 
Bioportal. Includes searchable terms for RadLex 

The goal of SOLAR is to have a unified architecture over different resources.  

Is the anthology currently being maintained? Yes, it is made compatible with everything is going on. 
Richard is sending a link to a folder. It has the latest content. Richard will be importing into the 
modeling tool. The current modeling tool effort is to import content.  

May sent an email invite to review the latest ballot. Please forward to any interested parties.  

Future ballots will have more content than just FHIR implementation. This ballot was mostly an 
implementation guide.  

The next ballot is in September. Due to the summer, maybe the current scope should be adhered 
too without expanding. 

1) Continue further with staging 
2) Enhance with current elements 
3) Add lung cancer for a comparison - What are the shared data elements? 
4) Expand to radiology.  

SDC forms can use the current model and elements. This could be a very good collaboration. 
Richard will reach out to this group.  

What will make this more compact and user friendly for clinicians? Richard is working with a new 
interface to make editing and the overall use easier and easier to explain.  

There will be a dashboard for scoring each data element as well as each field. Blog comments for 
positive should be weighed against the number of people that dispute it.  The hierarchy from the 
tree is necessary in addition to the dashboard.  
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